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Recent developments with MAID



OUTLINE 

Unitary isobar model MAID 1998-2019 
New EtaMAID2018 
Analyticity + crossing with fixed-t DR 

Under development: 
Duality (Resonance-Regge) on PW level? 
Electroweak MAID 

Summary





how we looked in 1998

Dieter Drechsel Sabit Kamalov

Olaf Hanstein Lothar Tiator

In memory of Sabit Kamalov



Brief history: 1998   MAID98 - (γ,π) and (e,e’π) 

   2007   MAID2007 - latest update on (e,e’π) 

   2000   KaonMAID isobar model for (e,e’K)Λ,Σ 

   2001   DMT2001 - dynamical model for (e,e’π) 

   2001   EtaMAID2001 - isobar model for (γ,η) and (e,e’η) 

   2003   Reggeized EtaMAID 

   2007   2-PionMAID2007 - isobar model for (γ,ππ) 

   2012    Chiral MAID2012 - (e,e’π) at threshold in rel. ChPT 

since 2013    Mainz-Tuzla-Zagreb - SE + fixed-t analyticity, L+P, … 

   2018    EtaMAID2018 - reggeized isobar model for (γ,η(η’))
This talk 

Alfred Svarç’s talk 

Mainz-Tuzla-Zagreb collaboration:  
Victor Kashevarov, Kirill Nikonov, Michael Ostrick, Lothar Tiator, MG (Mainz); 
Mirza Hadžimehmedović, Rifat Omerović, Hedim Osmanović, Jugoslav Stahov (Tuzla); 
Alfred Svarc (Zagreb)



MAID model
Unitary isobar model tα

γ,π(W, Q2) = tbg, α
γ,π (W, Q2)(1 + itα

πN(W )) + tR, α
γ,π (W, Q2)eiϕR(W,Q2)

Tree-level background potential: Born + t-exchanges + Resonances

FSI: full amplitude acquires the strong phase of the pi-N amplitude tα
πN

Resonances: Breit-Wigner with energy-dependent width  
direct channel only (1 resonance - 1 partial wave)

tR,α
πN (W, Q2) = AR

α (Q2)
fγN(W )Γtot(W )MR fπN(W )
M2

R − W2 − iMRΓtot(W )

AR
α (Q2) = AR

α (0)(1 + a1Q2 + a2Q4 + a3Q6 + a4Q8)e−b1Q2Phenomenological FF’s
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                                        EtaMAID 2018EtaMAID 2018 A wealth of new high quality data —> need a new EtaMAID.

Unlike for pion production, eta (especially eta’) threshold is close to high energy  
regime where resonances + LE background is not the most natural language



QCD and QED are gauge field theories ->  
amplitudes for processes with e.-m. and strong interaction  
possess symmetries, analyticity, unitarity

CP conservation -> crossing symmetry 
resonance in crossed channel required

Crossing destroys the simple picture 1 resonance -> 1 partial wave

Adirect ⇠
1

W 2 �M2
R

! Acrossed ⇠ 1

u(W, ✓)�M2
R

Angle-dependent crossed term -> all partial waves  
(only one will be resonant; will give background in others)

At HE - u-channel Born becomes increasingly (unphysically) important

At HE also t-channel spin-1 meson exchanges rise with energy 
This unphysical behavior is usually suppressed by W-dep. form factors 
- but the correct solution is known - Regge theory



CQM and LQCD predict essentially infinite number of states

Empirical observation: above W=2.5 GeV s-channel resonances  
stop being the most prominent feature of the cross section  
High energies - dominated by t(u)-channel exchanges  
- smooth W-dependence, strongly peaked at forward(backward) angles

Regge - exchange a tower of states 
Spectrum: J = J0 + 𝜶’ (MJ2 - M02) 
One coupling per trajectory

1X

Rest

At(s, t, u) ⇠ s↵(t)
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comparison with different Regge models our favoured Regge-cut model

GlueX - 2017

Diff. cross sections and polarisation observables for γp→ηp at high energies

                           Regge model for background Regge model for background  

V. L. Kashevarov, M. Ostrick, L. Tiator , Phys. Rev. C96 (2017) 045207

GluEx (○)  
Daresbury ( ,●)

DESY (●) 
CLAS (○) 

Cornell (▼) 
Daresbury ( ) 

Cambridge (☐)

Regge fit of 3-8 GeV data for eta photoproduction

Regge poles + Regge cuts (final state interaction)
Alessandro’s talk yesterday: Regge poles only

V,A V,A x P,V,A+



Duality: a full theory knows all its states and their properties

Algebraic models (van Hove, Veneziano) - duality is trivial: 
spectra and couplings are exactly known

A(s, t, u) =
1X

Ress

As(s, t, u) =
1X

Rest

At(s, t, u)

Exploit duality for extracting few low-lying resonances
Remove part of the strength of Regge in the resonance region  
to leave space for resonances

A(s, t, u) =
NX

Ress=1

ARes(s, t, u) +
1X

Rest

At(s, t, u)�
NX

Ress=1

ARes(s, t, u)

⇡
NX

Ress=1

ARes(s, t, u) +DF (W )⇥ARegge(s, t, u)

The infinite sum over t-channel residua can be performed = Regge

Damping factor removes double counting:  
DF(W) -> 0 at threshold; 
DF(W) -> 1 at high energy

DF - guessed or fitted

DF (W ) = 1� e�
W2�W2

thr
⇤2

To combine Regge description with the isobar model - need to answer the question: 
How meson Regge exchanges relate to baryon resonances?



Partial wave analysis of eta meson photoproduction using fixed-t dispersion relations May 2018, Mainz

Background contributions into the total cross section
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Blue - Regge(ν), Blue - Regge(ν)× DF(ν), Dashed - Born terms (negligible)
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Regge
Regge x DF

Effect of the damping factor 

Total CS (γ,η)

7

In previous versions of EtaMAID 2002-2017 this apect was ignored.

EtaMAID 2018: 

 - No unitarization for background;

 - Unitarity phases for Breit-Wigner resonances do not depend on energy W 

   and are determined from ?t to data, just like in pion photoproduction above       

   two-pion thresold.



phenomenological phase 

taken as a free parameter

                        EtaMAID 2018: unitarity aspects EtaMAID 2018: unitarity aspects  

Tγ,η(W, θ) = TBorn
γ,η (W, θ) + TRegge

γ,η (W, θ) × Fd(W ) + ∑
α=J,l

Pα(cos θ) tα, Resj
γ,η (W ) × eiΦj

EtaMAID Ansatz:

21 N* resonances included in the ηp, ηn channels  
12 N* resonances included in the η’p, η'n channels
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  NN  →  →  ηη  NN        NN  →  →  η'η'  NN      

Lines: full solution for γp (red) and γn (black) channels.   

 γ p→η p: χ2 = 238.6/125 ≈ 1.91;                                                γ p→η´ p: χ2 = 9.46/12 ≈ 0.79 (A2MAMI)

 γ n→η n: χ2 = 120.6/44   ≈ 2.74;                                                γ n→η´ n: χ2 = 10.9/17 ≈ 0.64

                          Fit results: total cross sectionsFit results: total cross sections 

Description of total CS
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  p p →  →  ηη  pp        n n →  →  ηη  nn      

S11 – black solid;                                                        

P11 – magenta solid;     P13 – magenta dashed

D13 – green solid;         D15 – green dashed

F15 – blue solid;            F17 – blue  dashed

G17 – cyan solid

     Fit results: partial waves contribution (no bgr) Fit results: partial waves contribution (no bgr)  
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  p p →  →  ηη  pp        n n →  →  ηη  nn      

Black dashed line – Regge + Bonrn contribution    

S11(1650)

S11(1535)

S11(1535)

S11(1895)
S11(1895)

S11(1650)

       Fit results: partial contribution of resonances Fit results: partial contribution of resonances  

Total CS for 𝛾N —> ηN: 

Contribution of partial waves
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Data:  CLAS-09                                 
Lines:    red  – full solution;    solid black – Regge+Born;     dashed – Regge ;      dotted – Born terms 

 χ2 = 2265/634 ≈ 3.57

    p p →  →  ηη  pp                                               Fit results: dFit results: dσσ/d/dΩΩ     
Angular distributions: 𝛾p —> ηp CLAS ●; Regge + Born  — ; Total —



17 Χ2 = 531.8/150 ≈ 3.55  Χ2 = 309.5/156 ≈ 1.98 Χ2 = 694.1/214 ≈ 3.24

Data:        black – GRAAL-07;                                        red – CLAS-17;                       green – CBELSA/TAPS preliminary                                        

    p p → → ηη  pp                                         Fit results: Fit results:   ΣΣ       
Beam asymmetry Σ: 𝛾p —> ηp
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Data:  A2MAMI-14                                  
Lines:  full solution  

    n n → → ηη  nn                                         Fit results: dFit results: dσσ/d/dΩΩ     
Angular distributions: 𝛾n —> ηn A2/MAMI ●; Regge + Born  — ; Total —
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  p p →  →  ηη  pp        n n →  →  ηη  nn      

Red line:     EtaMAID2018      
Cyan line:   BnGa
Blue line:    KSU
Black line:  JüBo

                        Comparison with other new PWAComparison with other new PWAComparison to other PWA for 𝛾N —> ηN: total cross section
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Data:  A2MAMI-14

 T: χ2 = 255.3/144 ≈ 1.77;   F: χ2 = 253.3/144 ≈ 1.76  

Red line:     EtaMAID2018   
Cyan line:   BnGa
Blue line:    KSU
Black line:  JüBo

    p p → → ηη  pp                                    Polarization observables T and F  Polarization observables T and F   
Comparison to other PWA for 𝛾p —> ηp: polarization observables T,F



Comparison to other PWA for 𝛾n —> ηn: polarization observable Σ
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Data:  GRAAL-08                                  

 Χ2 = 238.5/99 ≈ 2.41Red line:     EtaMAID2018   
Cyan line:   BnGa
Blue line:    KSU

    n n → → ηη  nn                                         Beam asymmetry Beam asymmetry   ΣΣ       
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  p p →  →  η'η'  pp      Differential cross sections 

Data:  CLAS-09                                  
Lines:    red  – full solution;               solid black – Regge+Born;     dashed – Regge ;      dotted – Born terms 

 Χ2 = 2145.6/639 ≈ 3.36
Angular distributions: 𝛾p —> η’p CLAS ●; Regge + Born  — ; Total —
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  p p →  →  η'η'  pp      Differential cross sections 

Data:  CLAS-09                                  
Lines:    red  – full solution;               solid black – Regge+Born;     dashed – Regge ;      dotted – Born terms 

 Χ2 = 2145.6/639 ≈ 3.36
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  n n →  →  η'η'  nn      Differential cross sections 

Data:  CBELSA/TAPS-11                                 
Lines:    red  – full solution;                           solid black – Regge+Born;     dashed – Regge ;      dotted – Born terms 

 Χ2 = 279.9/170 ≈ 1.64

Angular distributions: 𝛾n —> η’n CBELSA/TAPS-11 ●; Regge + Born  — ; Total —
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  n n →  →  η'η'  nn      Differential cross sections 

Data:  CBELSA/TAPS-11                                 
Lines:    red  – full solution;                           solid black – Regge+Born;     dashed – Regge ;      dotted – Born terms 

 Χ2 = 279.9/170 ≈ 1.64

Bottomline: good description of all available data in 4 channels (ηp, ηn, η’p, η’n) 
The resonance region model is smoothly matched to Regge by construction



Fixed-t dispersion relation

1. Isobar model fit: Born + Regge x DF + Resonances 
2. Obtain Re, Im parts of the amplitudes 
3. Use Im part in a dispersion relation  
4. Obtain Re part  
5. Reiterate

Eta photoproduction with fixed-t dispersion relations:

ReAI
i (ν, t) = AI, pole

i (ν, t) +
1
π

𝒫∫
∞

νthr

dν′�[ 1
ν′�− ν

+
ξI

i

ν′� + ν ] ImAI
i (ν′ �, t)

Next step: implement crossing, analyticity and unitarity



Partial wave analysis of eta meson photoproduction using fixed-t dispersion relations May 2018, Mainz

Solution 7: Resonances + Regge(ν)× DF(ν)

Λ=689 MeV
χ2
IB/Ndof = 1.61 χ2

DR/Ndof = 1.61

γp → ηp Observable χ2
IB χ2

DR Number of points

MAMI dσ/dΩ 3448 3388 2544

A2 MAMI T 456 423 144

A2 MAMI F 318 426 144

GRAAL Σ 323 353 130

CLAS E 38 31 42

DESY,Wilson,Daresbury,CEA dσ/dΩ 11 13 52

Daresbury Σ 7 13 12

Daresbury T 1 2 3
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Partial wave analysis of eta meson photoproduction using fixed-t dispersion relations May 2018, Mainz

Solution 7: Σ

χ2
IB = 323/130 χ2

DR = 353/130
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Partial wave analysis of eta meson photoproduction using fixed-t dispersion relations May 2018, Mainz

Solution 7:dσ/dΩ

χ2
IB = 3448/2544 χ2

DR = 3388/2544

0

0.5
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1.5 W=1494 MeV
dσ/dΩ, µb/sr
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Fit: DR vs. Isobar model

Partial wave analysis of eta meson photoproduction using fixed-t dispersion relations May 2018, Mainz

Real part of A1 at t = −0.5 GeV2
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Re A1 (ηMAID)
Re A1 (from DR)

Kirill Nikonov’s PhD;

Previous DR analysis: Aznauryan, PRC 2003 - limited energy range, only Born background; new data since



Application to pion production?

Similar in spirit - but need to include Watson’s theorem

Strong rescattering in each partial wave: 
phase of γN->πN amplitude equals that of πN->πN amplitude 

Now multipole decomposition is needed for the full amplitude, 
not only resonance part

Multipole decomposition of Regge amplitude (vector meson exchange)

Match your favorite low-energy multipoles onto Regge multipoles above resonance region 

What is the dependence on the matching point?

Sine: puts physical meson poles for t > 0 at 𝛼 = 1,3,… (or 2,4,…)

Γ-fn: removes unphysical poles for t < 0 at 𝛼 = -1,-3,… (or -2,-4,…)

RI
i (ν, t) = βI

i (t)
πα′�
2

e−iπα(t) ∓ 1
sin(πα(t))Γ(α(t)) ( ν

ν0 )
α(t)−1



Example: ρ-exchange in 𝜋+n channel 
Vector coupling to the nucleon; Ml+ multipoles
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Oscillations observed: no reasonable matching possible!

What’s the reason for these oscillations? 
Integrand of R -> M1+ conversion 
Strong backward peak, oscillations between 
But one expects t-channel Regge exchanges  
to dominate forward angles 

Two reasons: ν decreases for -t>> and ν-|α| grows 
Oscillations: 1/Γ[α(t)] for large negative t 
Γ fn. removes unphysical poles at t = -1, -3, …
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i (ν, t) = βI
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2

e−iπα(t) ∓ 1
sin(πα(t))Γ(α(t)) ( ν

ν0 )
α(t)−1



Saturated Regge trajectory

α(t) - linear at positive t (Frautschi plot, meson poles) 
- at large |t|∼s: pQCD quark exchange - expect 1/t (1/s)
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e.g., Collins, Kearney, Z. Phys. ‘84

“Regge theory and QCD in large-angle scattering



Saturated Regge trajectory  
Eliminates backward structure and unphysical oscillations
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Regge amplitude generates resonance-like structures (“Schmid loops”) 
Schmid, PRL ’68 “Direct-channel resonances from Regge-pole exchange”



WORK IN PROGRESS

t-channel Regge exchanges: correct physics input at forward angles; 
Saturated Regge removes artifacts from the backward angles; 

To describe backward angles include baryon Regge exchanges - nontrivial 
Formal problems - parity doubling (P+ and P- baryons trajectories degenerate?)

Match low MAID multipoles from the resonance fit onto Regge multipoles
Full HE fit with saturated Regge trajectories

Fixed-t DR don’t work at large negative t 

Small t: small contribution of unphysical region 
Large t: unphysical region may dominate

Plausible idea: use fixed-t DR at small t; 
Use fixed-angle DR at backward angles; 
Reggeized u-channel exchanges needed 
Match two approaches at intermediate angles



Electroweak MAID 

Input to neutrino event generators



Discussed matching resonance region description onto Regge in some detail 

Pion production in neutrino scattering - will be important!Future (2027): DUNE, 
joint CERN-FNAL 1.5 B$ project

Bormio 01/2018

Future DUNE experiment 
2027 on  

CERN-FNAL $1.5B project

Oscillations and Neutrino Energy

Bormio 01/2018

PROBLEM:
Neutrinos are produced as secondary
decay products of high-energy pA
collisions

è They have broad energy
distributions
Difference to any other high-energy
and nuclear physics experiment!
LHC: DE / E ~ 0.1 %

Neutrinos produced from  
charged pion decay in HE pA collisions; 
Broad energy spectrum; 

Goal: neutrino oscillation parametersNeutrino-Oscillations

Bormio 01/2018

Simplified: 2 Flavors only

Energy must be reconstructed from hadronic final state, 
observed in less-than-perfect detectors

è Compute backwards from final state to incoming neutrino
Reaction mechanism must be known for reconstruction:

Nuclear Physics is essential, because targets are nuclei: C, O, Ar

Inelastic processes - crucial background  
for energy reconstruction from observed final state
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STRONG-2020 

package, the precision requires accounting for the effects of the structure of hadrons in the kinematical regime 
where QCD is non-perturbative. This requirement promotes dispersive methods as the main tool for calculating the 
hadronic structure effects. Based on very general properties of scattering amplitudes and symmetries of QCD, 
dispersion relations use experimental data, and uncertainties thereof straightforwardly propagate in the uncertainty 
of the calculated corrections. The use of dispersive methods for evaluating hadron structure-dependent corrections 
is at heart of this JRA proposal, as it connects hadronic experiments (meson production at colliders, electron and 
neutrino-scattering off fixed-target) to theory of SM radiative corrections and to precise determination of 
parameters of the SM. Our goal is to include new experimental input in this dispersive treatment and compare with 
independent data wherever possible. The key objectives of this WP are as follows: 
Hadronic Vacuum Polarization (HVP) [Task 2.1] represents the largest uncertainty for the electroweak precision 
tests at new colliders and its error of about 1% is still dominating the uncertainty of the SM prediction of (g-2)μ. 
The accuracy of the ongoing Fermilab muon g-2 experiment requires a considerable reduction of the uncertainty of 
hadronic corrections. The most precise evaluation can be obtained by a dispersion integral using experimental data 
for hadronic cross sections. The required improvement in aμ

HVP will only be possible if issues like the details of the 
RC for the hadronic cross section data used as well as systematic errors and correlations can be addressed 
successfully. It also requires a good knowledge of the dynamics for hadronic final states. We will systematically 
compare the results with an independent method to predict aμ

HVP by using Lattice QCD, which is the focus of DOE 
Muon g-2 Theory Initiative. We have proposed and will pursue in this project a novel direct HVP determination in 
muon-electron elastic scattering or Bhabha process at flavor factories. Feasibility studies of such an experiment at 
CERN have just started; it will require a new level of precision for RC and multiple scattering effects. Hadronic 
Light-by-Light (HLbL) [Task 2.2] contribution to (g-2)μ  consists of the coupling of four photons by intermediate 
hadronic states. This object has complicated Lorentz structure, so it is much more complicated that HVP which is 
given just by one dispersion relation. We will pursue the proposed data driven approach based on developed 
dispersion relations, which use as the input differential distributions of several hadronic and radiative processes. 
The goal is to minimize model dependencies in the predictions and to give a reliable estimate of the experimental 
and theoretical uncertainties for HLbL contribution with the precision required for the new g-2 measurement. The 
main contribution to HLbL is from the single-meson exchanges, which have as a subpart the neutral pseudoscalar 
meson transition form factors. Relevant experiments are carried out and planned world-wide, and coordinating 
these efforts and providing knowledge data base for interpretation and use of the results is the goal of this JRA. 
Precise determination of the weak mixing angle with PVES and Vud from beta decay [Task 1.1]: the relevant 
corrections are the electroweak (EW) boxes that involve an exchange of two gauge vector bosons V = γ, Z, W 
between the lepton and the hadronic system of interest. While pure electroweak corrections (of which the γ-Z 
mixing, the analogue of the vacuum polarization from the previous two tasks, is an important part) can be reliably 
evaluated at 10-4 level, the accuracy of EW boxes calculations is more difficult to control. Recent works showed the 
importance of a reliable calculation of the γZ-box for the extraction of the weak mixing angle from PVES on a free 
proton, which is the subject of the P2@MESA experiment in Mainz. MESA will also use the C-12 target with the 
same detector system. The γW-box is the main nonexperimental source of uncertainty in extracting Vud from 
nuclear β-decays. Since Vud is the dominant contribution to the unitarity constraint of the first row of the CKM 
matrix, reducing the uncertainty of the γW-box is of utmost importance. The dispersion integrals for the EW boxes 
require knowledge of γZ and γW interference inelastic structure functions in the resonance region and beyond. 
Constructing this input in a close collaboration of theory and experiment, and providing reliable and controlled 
uncertainty estimates of the EW boxes is the goal of this subproject.  
Determination of the neutrino properties [Task 1.2]: in accelerator-based experiments, meson and photon 
production channels contribute a background for extraction of neutrino oscillation parameters. An ambitious 
experimental program to test the three-generation paradigm, establish the order of mass eigenstates and investigate 
CP violation includes existing (NOνA, T2K) and future (DUNE, T2HK) accelerator based experiments. The 
proposed combined theoretical and experimental study of meson production with neutrino beam is a necessary 
ingredient to confirm hypothetic non-standard neutrino oscillations within neutrino experiments, the results of the 
analysis will serve as input in the calculation of the electroweak boxes and may prove crucial to better constrain 
calculations of nuclear matrix elements for neutrino-less double β decay experiments. 
Description of work (where appropriate, broken down into tasks), lead partner and role of participants 
Spokesperson: Mikhail Gorshteyn, Andrzej Kupsc 
Task 1: Hadronic effects in precision tests of the weak sector of SM  
Task 1.1 - Electroweak MAID (Mainz, Valencia) Extend the existing partial wave analysis of photo- and 
electroproduction of π, η, K-mesons MAID https://maid.kph.uni-mainz.de/ to electroweak probes (π, η, K 
production in PVES and ν-scattering), and to meson production from nuclei, and include multi-meson production 
channels (Mainz, Cracow, TJNAF). The development of this analysis tool will strengthen the synergy between the 
electron scattering program at Mainz and TJNAF, and the neutrino scattering program at Fermilab and J-PARC. 
Task 1.2 – New QS MC (Mainz, Valencia, Fermilab) build weak MAID into the Monte Carlo event generators for 
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complemented by local funding to provide at least a 2-years position for a postdoc and the full term position for a 
Ph.D thesis (3 or 4 years). This manpower support is essential to achieve the proposed tasks and to ensure a 
coordinated work between the different groups contributing to each working group. The activities of the three 
working groups will be reviewed during annual meetings that will take place at CERN or in a participant institute.  
For each task, we have defined several subtasks that consist of:  
Task 1: feasibilities studies in ALICE 
x Study on the gas-jet target implementation and study of the L3 magnetic field constraints on a polarised setup; 
x Integration of a solid target internal to the beam pipe and study of its material budget; 
x Estimation of the detector performance with a vertex shifted from the nominal interaction point by using full 

simulations and improvement of the tracking reconstruction code for shifted vertex;  
x Full simulations of selected soft and hard processes with the ALICE setup. 

Task 2: gas-target development in LHCb 
x Design and construction of the unpolarised target for LHCb, including openable cell, Wake Field Suppressor 

and Gas Feed System; 
x Standalone tests on gas polarisation and dissociation according to the LHC requirements; 
x Design of the new polarised gas target made of a new vacuum chamber and a compact Atomic Beam Source 

 and Target Diagnostic system; 
x Full simulation for the detector performances with a vertex shifted from the nominal interaction point; 

 Implementation of the new trigger and tracking reconstruction code; 
x Based on SMOG data, improvement and exploration of new methods for luminosity determination; 
x Full simulations of selected hard processes with the LHCb setup. 

Task 3: phenomenological and theoretical studies 
x Threshold resummation for W production at large x in p-p collisions;  
x Estimation of transverse single-spin asymmetries for novel processes; 
x Impact of expected measurements in p-p collisions on gluon and charm distributions at high x; 
x Impact of expected measurements in p-A collisions on nuclear pdfs, on gluon EMC effect in the nuclei and on 

the violation of pQCD factorization at large x; 
x Investigation on 𝝌c production in heavy-ion collisions through the polarisation pattern of J/ψ from p-p to central 

 Pb-A collisions; 
x Study of Drell-Yan factorization breaking in Pb-A collisions. 

Deliverables (brief description and month of delivery) 
D20.1 Internal report to the Collaboration Mechanical integration of an internal solid target in ALICE (month 
24) 
D20.2-Peer-reviewed paper. Design of gas-jet implementation in ALICE (month 18) 
D20.3- Software, simulations and internal reports. Improve track reconstruction and study detector 
performances in ALICE for various target positions (month 36) 
D20.4-Internal report Installation of the unpolarised gas target into LHCb (month 18) 
D20.5-Softwares, simulations and internal reports Improve track reconstruction, detector performances and 
dedicated HLT triggers in LHCb (month 36) 
D20.6-Internal reports Design of the polarised gas target for LHCb (month 48) 
D20.7-Peer-reviewed paper Phenomenology and theory papers for high-x, spin and QGP physics (month 24,27,42 
and 48) 
 
Work package number 21 Lead Beneficiary Johannes Gutenberg-Universitat Mainz 
Work package title JRA3-Precision Tests of the Standard Model (PrecisionSM) 
Participant number 9 30 41     
Short name of participant JGU Mainz INFN UU     
Person-months per participant: 23 14 6     
Start month 1 End month 48 
Objectives  
Precision experiments at low energy, often called the Intensity Frontier of the Standard Model, entail measuring 
parameters of SM with high precision thereby constraining the contributions of yet unknown non-standard 
interactions and particles. While collider searches are best suited to look for heavy new particles, low-energy tests 
are sensitive to the full range of new physics. The experimental programs that define the context of this proposal 
are: precise determination of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2)μ; extraction of the CKM matrix element 
Vud from beta decay, and of the weak mixing angle from parity-violating electron scattering (PVES). The new 
physics reach of these tests of SM is directly related to their precision which consists of the proper accuracy of the 
experiment, and that of theoretical calculations of radiative corrections (RC). In all processes of interest for this 

Electroweak MAID: funded subproject within  
STRONG 2020: Integrating initiative in hadronic physics 

Makes part of PRECISION Joint Research Activity  
(Theory for muon anomaly, neutrino scattering and electroweak rad. corr.) 

Runtime: 2019-2023 (started now)



Currently: neutrino event generators use simplified reaction mechanisms 
for pion production 

Until now the exp. uncertainties have been very forgiving; 

DUNE: need to achieve 100 MeV resolution in reconstructed energy  
(neutrino spectrum spans 0.5 - 5 GeV) 

T2HK: 50 MeV for neutrino spectrum 0.2 - 1.5 GeV 

Should be based on analyzing inelastic events in the near detector; 
Pion production is among most prominent channels 

Include and extend the detailed knowledge of e-m pion production w. MAID 
Convolute with nuclear effects 
Feed into MC event generators



Summary 

EtaMAID: a new hybrid Ansatz incorporating isobar and Regge models 
Provides very good fit of all data in 4 channels (ηp, ηn, η’p, η’n) 

Analyticity, unitarity and crossing can be restored applying fixed-t DR: 
Effect on the description of observables is surprisingly small (wrt isobar model) 

Matching low-energy (multipole expansion-based) models to Regge is tricky! 
If decomposed into multipoles, Regge oscillates - how reliable is matching? 
Possible solution - saturated Regge trajectory 
Double counting should be studied for higher resonances 

Reliable matching across resonances and Regge regimes highly important for 
Neutrino pionproduction in DUNE@Fermilab: neutrino energies 500 MeV - 5 GeV 
Electroweak MAID will be developed for that purpose 


